DEVELOP 10 TIMES FASTER

INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM (IDE, ALM)
Continuous integration, Edition audit, Multi-project search, Batch build

DATABASES
Native Connector
- SQL Server
- Oracle
- MySQL
- AS/400
- DB2
- Informix
- Sybase
- XML
- Progress
- PostgreSQL
- SQLite
- MariaDB
- Azure
- ...
- OLE DB
- ODBC

Big Data
Hadoop, Hive, HBase, MapReduce, MongoDB, ...

Universal replication
“HSQLDB” Central Center
Management of services, view/retrieving, SQL, AOP, AOP, SQL, Universal replication,

Source Code Manager (SCM/SCM Drive)
Collaborative management of source code, bug tracking, etc. - versioning, branching, merging, refactoring, code abstraction, etc.

Style book
The standard: fonts, tables, style, color, toolbar, etc.

Report
Performance chart, bug tracking, etc.

Image editor
Adjustment, cropping, transparency, layers, cutout, etc.

Multiplatform management
Android, iOS, BlackBerry, Windows, etc.

Security
User authentication, Management of rights, Evolution, Invocation, ...

Available resources
- 300 Databases, 60 Components, 70+ software packages, 2000 controls and templates, 200 windows, Online help, Tutorial...
- Community: Free fully functional, Community documentation...

AAD (Application development environment)
Detection of vulnerabilities, check for holes in SSL, Codeline monitoring, ...

Technical documentation
Generation of documentation, Export PDF, RTF, ...

“Feedback” Control Center
Account, Account, Account, Account, Account, Account, ...

Setup, Deployment and Automatic update
Live update (auto and post-configuration), Network, Info, Cloud, Push, Migrate, ...

Cloud computing
Generation and use of cloud, SQL, Access, ...

Dynamic audit
Analysis of operation runtime, monitoring, Performance, monitor, ...

Telemetry
Evaluation and documentation, in real time, Depending on your needs, seeing the results, Integrate with your existing monitoring tools, ...

Multi-configuration compilation
EXE, Java, Flex, etc., Flex, Flex, ...

Web site
Web/HTTP, XML, HTML, CSS, JS, CSS3, ...

www.windev.com